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INTRODUCING MASHREQ TRADER PRO
Your Window to Trading the World
The world's most intuitive Equity trading platform
Manage your portfolio easily on any device from a single account. View market prices on more than 10,000
instruments across Stocks. Mashreq Trader Pro gives you countless opportunities with zero complexity.

Move seamlessly between devices
Seize trading opportunities as they arise with a personalized and fully scalable platform:
 Place orders and monitor positions anywhere you go.
 Trade from the watchlist, the dedicated trade ticket or directly from the chart in real time.
 Apply technical analysis and annotations in just a few clicks with the brand-new charting package.
 Personalize the watchlist to keep an eye on the instruments that matter most.
 Enjoy a seamless trading experience with all settings carried over between devices, including mobile and
tablet.
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FEATURES
Easier, instant access on any device
Mashreq Trader Pro keeps you updated on your trading with easy access from all devices (iOS, Android and
Web).
 Enjoy the convenience of HTML5 technology for a richer, faster application experience directly in your
browser on any device you choose.
 Review your positions and portfolio development via comprehensive graphics that are easy to understand.

 Access a user-friendly and intuitive trade board that allows for instant trading.
 Manage your positions and orders directly from the position module.

Faster, more reliable connection to the market
Connect with your account across all devices swiftly and securely with a quicker, lighter platform that delivers
fast trade executions:
 Accelerate your global market access with an online platform optimized for connections anywhere in the
world for a genuine anytime, anywhere trading experience.
 Place market or limit orders - "stops", "trailing stop" and "take profit" orders - on over 30,000 instruments
to protect your positions.
 Quickly switch between pre-defined watchlists or create your own.
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ACCESS TO MARKETS
Countries
Countries

Online

Countries

Online

Australia

✔

Japan

Austria

✔

Netherlands

✔

Belgium

✔

Norway

✔

Canada

✔

Poland

✔

Czech Republic

✔

Portugal

✔

Denmark

✔

Singapore

Finland

✔

South Africa

France

✔

Spain

Germany

Sweden

✔

Greece

Switzerland

✔

Hong Kong

United Kingdom

✔

Ireland

Unites States of America

✔

Italy

✔

UK and Italy trading access is temporarily disabled
We are in discussion with the other exchanges to redistribute data to our clients
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MASHREQ TRADER PRO SCREEN
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DEMO

Mashreq Trader Pro
TRY FREE DEMO
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DISCLAIMER
Unless otherwise expressly stated, the above terms are indicative and constitute neither an offer
to sell to the public nor the solicitation of an offer to buy any security from the public. This
document is not intended to represent the conclusive terms and conditions of any security or
transaction, nor to notify you of any possible risks, direct or indirect, in undertaking such a
transaction. Not all products are suitable for all investors. Investors should have sufficient
knowledge, experience and/or suitable professional legal, regulatory, tax, business and
accounting advice to undertake their own assessment.
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